
I. Advanced organizer

A. Imagine with me that you are 90 years old. You’ve had a long life; longer than many of your 

friends. You’ve married. You’ve had children. Your children have had children. And in these 
last several years, a few of your grandchildren have even had children. You are a great grand-
parent. But it has become clear that your time is waning. Your partner has already passed, as 
have your brothers and sisters. You are the last in your immediate family circle, and before 
you leave this earth, your eight year old great granddaughter tells you she wants to read your 
family’s story. She asks you to write it. You set upon the task of considering your story 
diligently. 

1. You write down snippets you can remember. You pull up emails and text messages from a 

lifetime ago. You begin forwarding things to your granddaughter, the girl’s mother, who 
agrees to help with the project. She does some digging herself and finds some writings 
that seem relevant from a decade ago that your partner wrote before they died; a blog 
post, a number of social media posts. There’s a journal of your sister's that’s been 
discovered.You’re hopeful that as all these resources come together, you’ll be able to 
examine them carefully, sort out the dates, draw upon them to tell one coherent story. 


2. But time isn’t on your side. You lay down for a nap one afternoon, surrounded by journals 
and old social media posts, and you don’t wake up. Your grandaughter decides to 
complete the project, but she can’t synthesize all these sources. She could never have 
enough of the big picture to quite know how to put it together; what you would emphasize, 
what you’d leave out. So she decides to compile them. She creates a website inviting 
others to share their stories or writings they’ve received from you over the years, and 
words pour in. There are poems you wrote as gifts to friends on their birthdays twenty 
years ago. There are so many pictures of you and your siblings on vacations, at one 
another weddings, celebrating the births of your children, comforting each other in loss 
and divorce, gaining weight, and losing it, and sometimes gaining it again, growing older, 
grieving one another’s passing. There are stories from your children and grandchildren; 
their memories of things you said, ways you confused them, ways you made them laugh. 


3. And when these sources are edited and compiled into this anthology from your life, it is 
not the story you’d imagine you’d write. But every son and daughter, grandchild, and 
friend who reads it, hears you singing to them through the pages. Through this layered 
expression of all kinds of written pieces, your story is shared. Your voice speaks. Those 
who love you and miss you find comfort in the work. For them, the book is precious, for 
though it doesn’t tell them everything about you, it shares enough. It brings you into 
contact. It becomes sacred. 

B. Well, we’re continuing our teaching series today that I’m calling “reconstructing faith”, and in 
this series we’re considering parts of our spiritual frameworks that we’ve come to recognize 
as problematic, for some reason or another. We’ve had to “deconstruct” or take apart a 
system of meaning, and now we’re working together to create a safe space here at Haven 
where each of us can do the work of reconstructing systems of meaning that can house our 
faith. And today, we’re gonna explore a bit, another arena that I think a number of us have had 
to do some deconstructing around: our relationship with the Bible. Likely if we’re 
deconstructing around the Bible, it’s because we’ve had a particular kind of relationship that 
privileged the Bible in a particular way. The Bible may have been called words like 
“authoritative”, telling us that we have to submit to the text and give it power to speak over 
our life. Some may have used words like the Bible is “infallible” or “inerrant” meaning the 
Bible itself is without error. But inevitably, while our practice of faith may have centered a 
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particular understanding of the Bible, overtime we may have had experiences that have made 
this way of relating to the Bible problematic.


C. At the beginning of this series, I invited folks in our community to share what I called 
their “questions in the dark”, the questions or doubts that often are the start of a 
deconstruction. And each teaching I’ll be sharing relevant ones that came in anonymously as 
well as inviting one or two people to share their own questions or stories of deconstruction. 
Here are a couple of the anonymous submissions that came up that seem relevant to a 
conversation around our understanding of the Bible:

1. The virgin birth and the resurrection: are they literal facts? Or do they need to be literally 

true for the story to have power and meaning?

2. Depictions of slavery/unjust servitude in the Bible and how to reconcile that with racial 

injustice in today’s world.

D. Invite Matt Silas to come share his questions and story of deconstruction around the Bible.

E. I think many of us, like Matt, have had a mix of experiences with the Bible, that have left 

us conflicted or confused by what to do with it. I know personally, I’ve had experiences 
studying the Scripture with others, or in a personal reading, where I have felt like the stories 
or the poetry hopped out of the page and came to life. I’ve been struck again and again by 
words of wisdom that felt like God communicating to me and have shaped immensely my life 
of faith.

1. But like Matt, I’ve also had some really hard experiences with the Bible, times when I’ve 

seen people I know and love use the Bible as a tool they wield, with such confidence that 
their reading is correct, but yielding outcomes that don’t seem to bring life or connection 
to the one I’ve come to know as God. 


2. Often this can affect us in personal ways. 

a) Maybe you’re a woman and you’ve been told your voice and view is not appropriate to 

share in spiritual community, for after all, Paul said, "I do not allow a woman to teach or 
exercise authority over a man. She must remain quiet.” (1 Timothy 2:12)


b) Or maybe you’re queer and been told the Bible calls you an abomination.

3. How do you reconcile these contradictions from a Bible that gives life and a Bible that 

seems to oppress? A Bible that has been used to insist thats slave obey their masters, and 
a Bible that has been used by those same slaves to empower liberation? 


F. As we think about deconstructing and reconstructing our understanding of the Bible, I think 
it’s really important to peel back to a few core questions:

1. What is the Bible?  
2. Why do we have it?  
3. What do we do with it? 

a) I’m not going to be able to tackle any of these questions exhaustively, but I have some 
thoughts to open up our thing on each of them.


II. First: What is the Bible? 
A. My freshman year in college I was a young Jesus-follower, coming to faith in the context of a 

collegiate fellowship. And there I was encouraged to find a partner to pray with and to being 
to memorize Scripture. We were given flashcards with important verse to commit to memory. 
And one of the first verses was this:


B. “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and 
training in righteousness…:” (2 Timothy 3:16)

1. Often I think this this verse is used as a quick proof that the Bible is like a monolithic 

sacred text bound in leather with gold-gilded pages, and that every word in it has equal 
weight and infallibility because it is essentially spoken straight from the mouth of God. But 
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is this actually what this verse is saying? A closer look actually may yield more questions 
than answers. 


2. Like what does the author mean when he says, “All Scripture”?

a) This text comes from a letter written by the Apostle Paul to his mentee Timothy. But 

was he talking about has own letter? Or any of his other letters? Because Christians 
consider those pretty important parts of the Scriptures, but when they were being 
written, they were just letters. It would be hundreds of years later that they are included 
in what the church would come to call the Canon of scripture and be considered 
something different then just a letter between friends. So when Paul says “all scripture” 
he’s actually speaking about a subset of what we consider Scripture.


b) What might that subset be? Was it a smaller leather bound volume that all the good 
Jews carried around and read for 20 minutes a day in a Daily Quiet time so they could 
memorize texts and teach, rebuke, correct and train each other?

(1) No, the Scriptures in Paul and Timothy’s day were a series of scrolls. They were 

older versions of the Torah, the Prophets, and other writings, what we have come to 
know as the Hebrew Bible or the Old Testament. But it wasn’t like people had 
copies they could carry around for reference. Often there was one set per town. You 
went to the synagogue to hear them read. Certain verses you may have memorized, 
or the verses formed the basis of your prayers and rituals. But often your 
interactions with the Scriptures were not from personal reading but from 
conversations in community.


c) And all of this brings me to an important thing we need to remember. Scripture is 
extraordinarily diverse. The Bible is not best understood as one book; it’s more 
helpful to consider it as a library (or an anthology). Similar to the imaginative 
document we explored in the beginning, the Bible tells the bigger story of our faith not 
through one narrative stream, but through story, poetry, prophecy, and personal 
correspondence all layered upon one another and in dialogue with each other. There 
are stories that were eventually collected and transcribed after centuries of being told 
around fires and dinner tables, there are songs, poems, prayers, there are prophecies 
of gloom and doom and judgment, there are accounts of the life of Jesus, or of the 
early church, meant to convince others of what the authors have witnessed, there are 
letters written between friends. The sixty six books that make up our Bible are written 
by a variety of people with a variety of motives over several centuries. They give a 
variety of perspectives and sometimes those perspectives are in debate with one 
another. 


3. So what unifies them? According to Paul in our verse, what he sees as unifying in the 
texts that he considered Scripture is the idea that they are “God breathed”. But what did 
he mean by that?

a) The word translated here, “God breathed” is theopneustos, a rare word of which is the 

only occurrence in the whole Bible. It’s a compound word in Greek. We’ve got theo 
which is the Greek word for God, and we’ve got pneo, which is the Greek word for 
breathing. It’s also closely linguistically related to pneuma, which is the Greek word for 
Spirit. Greek isn’t the only ancient language the links spirit with breath. In Hebrew, the 
word ruach, had this dual meaning. In Latin, it was the word spire. And this is where we 
get our word for inspired - it means literally breathed into. When we are inspired, it is as 
if something has breathed into us and filled us with a source of life. A muse, or perhaps 
in this case, the very Spirit of God. 
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b) For Jews, the imagery of being breathed into by God goes all the way back to the 
creation story. God takes a bit of clay, molds a human out of it, and breathes the 
breath if life into the person to bring them to life. The breath of God, in this view is 
flowing through us. The breath/Spirit moves through us and expresses itself in us. But 
that doesn’t make us less human. It makes us humans through which divinity is 
expressed. And the same seems to be true of what we have in the Bible. A text that’s 
utterly human in it’s production, it’s a work of real humans struggling with human 
problems through human language and cultural constructs. But in that human work, 
divine truth is communicated. It breaths through. The text is inspired. God-breathed.


C. What is the Bible? A library of all kinds of texts woven over centuries telling the story of 
people seeking to connect more deeply with the divine and embody the divine’s work in the 
world, that seems to be filled in a unique way with the divine’s essence, what Paul calls the 
breath of God.


III. So why do we have it? 
A. This seems like a question with a fairly straightforward answer: to tell us about God or maybe 

to tell us about Jesus. To show us who God is. To which I want to ask, “really?” If you were 
going to set about to intentionally write a book to clearly tell your story, is this the book you’d 
write? Is this how you’d tell the story? Or might there be something slightly more interesting 
going on?

1. Think about it this way: according to traditional Christian faith, Jesus is the clearest 

embodiment of the divine; he is God in human form. So if communicating the character 
or heart of God in a book was so important, why didn’t Jesus take the time to write one? 
Why didn’t he write down his teachings himself? Why did he focus instead on living with 
people, on preaching, on healing, on caring for the poor, touching the untouchables, and 
feel content to let his followers write down their takes on what was going on decades 
later? Perhaps because creating a perfect text with all the answers to understanding God 
wasn’t actually Jesus’ aim.


2. What we have is a Bible that is anything but a clear set of texts dictated by the divine or 
written down by God in the flesh when he had the chance. I’d like to propose what might 
seem like a radical idea, then. The Spirit of God communicates not primarily through 
texts but through relationships. Our texts put us in relation with our spiritual ancestors 
and give us a sense of the unfolding relationship humanity has had with the divine, but 
they do not directly communicate the voice of God. Jesus didn’t write a book, he built 
relationships with others and he allowed the community he fostered to tell his story. God is 
interested in entering into the messy, relational work of incarnation; of allowing the divine 
to work through the very human.


3. I think we have it not so that we have a grand encyclopedic answer book about the divine 
character, or a format for living. We have the Bible so we can enter the set of relationships 
through which God has been speaking for thousands of years, and connect with others as 
we consider it, allowing the Spirit to speak in relationship to us.


4. Paul said the text is useful for “teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
righteousness.” All of these are relational activities that can take place as we enter the 
conversation, as we relate around the diversity of texts we have been given that we call 
the Bible. Think about it, all of the meaning experiences you’ve had with the Bible have 
been in connection to other people. Even when you pick up your Bible on your own, if 
you’re reading it in English, you’re interacting with the work of translators, or textual critics, 
or editors throughout the ages who’ve been engaged in making decisions about what this 
conversation is and how we enter it. Working with the Bible is a relational activity, 
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because we worship a relational God. We worship a God who communicates not 
primarily through texts but through relationships. 

IV. So what does that relating look like? What do we do with this Bible? How do we engage the 
text in a way that seriously seeks to honor the breath of God that’s expressed throughout the 
collection of works we call the Bible, while recognizing it can’t be read statically like a divine 
user’s manual for life? Perhaps, as Jesus-followers, we need to look at the framework the Bible 
itself presents of the way that Jesus seemed to regard the Bible of his day. Perhaps how he 
interacted with it could be a template for what we are building on and interacting with. 

A. Rob Bell wrote a book on the Bible (called What is the Bible? incidentally), and in it, he has a 

chapter that explores this very question: How did Jesus read the Bible? What does our 
Bible tell us about the way that Jesus seemed to deal with the sacred Scripture of his day? 
And Bell sums it up with three words: interpretation, incarnation, and invitation. What does 
he mean by that? Let’s explore them.

1. First: interpretation. 

a) Often where our conversations around the Bible seem to get stuck is in the question of 
interpretation. Interpretation acknowledges that it’s not enough simply to read 
words on a page, those words have to be interpreted to gain meaning. A lot of 
Christians who claim to take the Bile very seriously tend to diminish the role of 
interpretation. “God said it, I believe it, that settles it” the Bumper sticker. But did Jesus 
approach the Bible that way?

(1) Remember, in Jesus’ day, the Bible was something you primarily encountered in the 

synagogue when the scroll was brought out and read. And after it was read, as a 
community you discussed it, you debated it, you asked questions of it, you 
considered the perspectives of various rabbis. The text was not looked to as a fixed 
document with a self-evident meaning, it was a conversation starter, a jumping off 
point, a foundation to have a dynamic conversation about the character of God 
revealed in the stories or songs or prophecies considered. Rabbis offer 
perspectives, they interpret, they riff on the text, they get creative with it and Jesus 
is no exception. 


(2) We see this at work when Jesus walks into the synagogue himself in Luke 4. He’s 
the scripture reader that day. He’s the rabbi delivering the sermon, and as he reads 
it, he interprets it by describing his own work.

(a) Now Jesus came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, and went 

into the synagogue on the Sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to 
read, 17 and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He unrolled 
the scroll and found the place where it was written, 
18 “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
because he has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. 
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 
and the regaining of sight to the blind, 
to set free those who are oppressed, 
19 to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.” 
20 Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant, and sat down. 
The eyes of everyone in the synagogue were fixed on him. 21 Then he 
began to tell them, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled even as you 
heard it being read.”  
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(3) This sermon doesn’t go over great. People are stunned by what they’re hearing. 
This was a very popular passage in Jesus’ day. It was understood to be a hopeful 
vision of liberation. Jews in Jesus day quoted it often, looking toward the time God 
would free them from their Roman oppressors. And in a sense Jesus is announcing 
the deliverance they’ve been seeking but in ways that are unexpected. First, he 
seems to be omitting something from the original text.


(4) In Isaiah 61, the verse goes on “the day of vengeance of our God” 
(5) It’s a vision of God coming in with violence to punish Israel’s enemies. But is that 

what Jesus has come to do? He seems to be riffing on the Scripture, announcing 
that he is here to enact liberation but that won’t include punishing vengeance.


(6) People express surprise that one of their own, Joseph’s son, could be announcing 
liberation fulfilled in himself and in a way that is more expansive then they have 
perceived. And Jesus gets into the debate with them. He meets them in their 
skepticism and reminds them of other times that God went outside the boundaries 
of who people thought God was supposed to be for. How God surprised others by 
performing miracles amongst those who were supposed to be the enemies of God’s 
people. He’s challenging their understandings of us and them in ways that are 
creative, nuanced, and unique. In this case, the conversation is so provocative, that 
by the end of it, the listeners want to throw him off a cliff


2. Which brings us to the next way that Bell believes Jesus works with the Bible. He takes 
interpretation into incarnation. 
a) The word, of God, the communication of the Spirit needs to become flesh. It must 

become embodied. It’s not enough for Jesus for you to understand what God is 
speaking through the Scripture, it’s not meant to merely be theoretical, he wants it to 
be embodied.


b) In his day, there was something folks would say in conversation about the torah. As 
they were debating it, if they thought you said something really off base, that you 
suggested an interpretation that was totally misguided, people would say “You’ve 
abolished the Torah!” it meant “you’ve missed the point”; “that’s not it”. 

c) However if you offer an interpretation that there is general agreement about, folks think 
yes, this is what it means to live this teaching out, then they’d say “you’ve fulfilled the 
Torah.” You’ve nailed it. This is what Jesus is drawing on when he explains how the 
Torah is relevant to himself.

(1) “Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the prophets. I have not 

come to abolish these things but to fulfill them. “ (Matthew 5:17)

(2) He’s talking about embodiment. I’ve come to put the Torah in action, to live it out, 

and to call others to do the same.  What does the look like? Jesus demonstrates it 
by offering new interpretations, sometimes creative and surprising interpretations 
and then calling his listeners to live them out in particular contexts in practical ways. 
Incarnation is about contextual embodiment.

(a) ““You have heard that it was said to an older generation, ‘Do not murder,’ 

and ‘whoever murders will be subjected to judgment.’ 22 But I say to you 
that anyone who is angry with a brother will be subjected to 
judgment.” (Matthew 5:21-22) - here he’s saying the text doesn’t go far enough


(b) “27 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Do not commit adultery.’ 28 But I say 
to you that whoever looks at a woman to desire her has already committed 
adultery with her in his heart. “ (MAtthew 5: 27-28) - another instance where 
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the text doesn’t go far enough and Jesus is calling people into the intent behind 
the rule. He’s interpreting what the rule is pointing us towards.


(c) “You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a 
tooth.’ 39 But I say to you, do not resist the evildoer. But whoever strikes 
you on the right cheek, turn the other to him as well.”  - Now he’s fully 
turning away from the teaching of Moses, inviting people to go a new direction, 
acknowledging the understanding of the law they had before is imperfect and 
unfinished.


(d) “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor’ and ‘hate your 
enemy.’ 44 But I say to you, love your enemy and pray for those who 
persecute you, 45 so that you may be like your Father in heaven, since he 
causes the sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the 
righteous and the unrighteous.” - this is the climax. Here we see Jesus 
interpreting the words and putting them in a bigger context of a God whose 
expressing love in an ever more expansive way. He’s not limited by a handful of 
verses, he’s willing to elevate some themes over others and recognize that 
there’s an unfolding of our understanding of the work God is doing in the world, 
as shown in Scripture. He sees a progression. and he’s working with the breath 
of God, the inspiration of the Spirit to carry that progression forward. He’s calling 
his followers to be the incarnation the body inhabited by the Spirit of God, 
demonstrating to the world not just communication from God, but the 
experience of lived reality, what John called the Word becoming flesh, the 
movement of God in real time with real people in a given context.


3. Interpretation, Incarnation and Invitation. 
a) Towards the end of his ministry, as Jesus was approaching his moment of most clear 

embodiment, when he’s going to take his demonstration of the message of God, all the 
way to the cross, he begins to pass the torch to his followers. Jesus invites his 
followers into the work of interpretation that empowers incarnation. 
(1) He says it first to Peter and two chapters later to his other followers as well.


(a) “I tell you the truth, whatever you bind on earth will have been bound in 
heaven, and whatever you release on earth will have been released in 
heaven.” (Matthew 18:18) 

(b) Binding and loosing were terms in Jesus day referring to interpretation, to 
doing the same thing Jesus was doing. He’s saying, you see what I’ve been 
doing. I’ve been taking the words on the page and bringing them into lived 
reality in a new moment in time, in a particular context. I’ve been asking calls on 
what it means to live this thing out. And I’m inviting you to go and do the same. 
You can figure out what needs to be carried forward and what needs to be let go 
of. I trust you. As he said specifically to Peter, “I I will give you the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven.”. I’m investing power in you to make these decisions. To go 
about the work of interpreting yourself. To join the journey.


(c) And what we see embodied in the early church is that. We see the followers of 
Jesus after Jesus death and resurrection, carrying the work forward. We see the 
progression continue as they sense that embodying the text in their moment 
means not just ministering to Jews as they always had before, but now to non-
Jews too. The partner with the Spirit to be sensitive to new interpretations that 
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require new forms of embodiment in new moments in time. And I believe this 
invitation remains for us as well.


V. There are reasons to leave behind a Bible that tries to speak as one flat book, fixed in time, in 
which every word carries equal authority. There are reasons to deconstruct a version of the Bible 
that says it clearly communicates the voice of God in written word. There are reasons to walk 
away from a view of the Bible that devalues the work of interpretation or the process of creatively 
considering sacred texts with others and finding the freedom to find new approaches and 
applications in our time. We can do all of those things, and I think we should, and stay ruthlessly 
committed to Jesus and his unfolding work in the world.

A. St. Augustine, the famous theologian of the fourth century said this, “Accordingly, when 

anyone claims, “Moses meant what I say,”and another retorts, “No, rather what I find there,” I 
think that I will be answering in a more religious spirit if I say, “Why not both, if both are true?” 
And if there is a third possibility, and a fourth, and if someone else sees an entirely different 
meaning in these words, why should we not think that he was aware of all of them? - 
Augustine, Confessions 12.31.42

1. God isn’t speaking through one clear set of texts. God is speaking through a complicated, 

beautiful, messy conversation, and each of our voices are invited into the divine 
cacophony that somehow carries the breath of God. May we be people who are willing to 
keep deconstructing, keep reconstructing, and keep embodying our understanding in the 
world around us.


Questions for Reflection and Conversation:
1. How has the role the Bible plays in your faith changed throughout your life?
2. What do you think of the idea that God communicates primarily through relationships verses 

through texts? How have you seen that be true for you? How does that influence your 
understanding of the Bible?

3. What does accepting the invitation to interpretation and incarnation look like for you?
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